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The Open Source 
Intelligence & 
Corporate Security 
Industry 

Splash 4 Partners, LLC (“S4P”) was engaged by a client to study the purchasing 
patterns and budgetary decision making of corporate security departments 
related to global intelligence and threat analysis products and services.  
Sometimes this market is referred to as threat intelligence and is used by large 
corporations to track and protect both employees and the company’s physical 
assets.  The following pages provide a high level summary of S4P findings. 

S4P welcomes your questions and comments.  Connect with our team members 
to see how we can develop tailored solutions to fit your organization’s unique 
business planning, investing, and decision making needs. 

Source:  ADC, CDF, S4P analysis.
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Open Source Intelligence and Corporate Security Ecosystem

Source: S4P research and analysis.

The below schematic provides an overview of the broader ecosystem for incident identification, response, 
and management and some illustrative competitors in the open source intelligence and corporate security 
ecosystem.  These offerings are increasingly used by corporate security professionals to manage risk and 
physical security around the globe in near real time. 

Situational Awareness
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& Alerting
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Incident Management 
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▪ Rave Mobile Safety
▪ Everbridge
▪ LiveSafe
▪ AtHoc
▪ OnSolve

▪ PWC
▪ Dataminr
▪ NC4
▪ idvsolutions

▪ ControRisks
▪ Anvil
▪ International SOS
▪ Drum Cussac

▪ Noggin
▪ Juvare
▪ Veoci

▪ Endera
▪ Centrifuge
▪ Palantir
▪ Topo.ai
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▪ Increased geopolitical risk, events of terrorism, 
prevalence of workplace violence, mass shooting, etc.

▪ Globalization

▪ Duty of care concerns

▪ Complexity of supply chains

▪ 24-hour news cycle and sensationalization of 
incidents

▪ Fear mongering and fear of unknown unknowns

▪ Upgraded and increased sophistication in corporate 
security departments – the beneficiary of well-
trained and experienced former military and 
government intelligence talent leaving the theater 
and entering the private sector after operating in Iraq 
and Afghanistan

▪ ROI requires calculation of avoided and possibly 
unknowable events; most valuable when solutions 
thwart an event from ever happening – ability to 
quantify an avoided event is difficult

▪ Siloed functions within large company organizations 
lacking coordination and/or having different needs

▪ Unclear, blurred lines between vendors and among 
solution offerings makes it difficult for customers and 
prospects to discern differentiation and value

▪ Front line departments often do not have large scale 
budget authority and are sometimes selective about 
cashing in political capital on items requiring C-level 
approval

▪ Mainly point solutions – lack of integrated solution 
provided in the market

Demand Drivers & Countervailing Forces

Source: S4P research and analysis.

Demand Drivers Countervailing Forces
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Siloed Departments & Best-of-Breed Strategy Drives Use of Multiple 
Vendors
S4P’s research and industry interviews noted a high incidence of companies using multiple vendors in the 
same or similar categories.

▪ Numerous discussions noted each department (e.g., security, business continuity, and IT) select their own point solutions for
items like intelligence gathering/alert providers and mass notification vendors.

Source: S4P survey, interviews, and analysis.

Single Vendor
44%

Multiple Vendors
56%

S4P Survey: Respondents Using  Situational Awareness 
Solutions & Data Feeds Utilizing  Multiple Vendors

We never saw our budget get cut at [Global 

Manufacturing Firm].  The company was looking for cost 

savings elsewhere but not at the SOC [Security 

Operations Center].  Nothing really got cut.  You need it, 

you pretty much got it.  We tended to buy best in breed.  

You can’t get in trouble for hiring the best, so long as the 

executives care about it. 

- Special Operations Center Professional

“

”
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Solution Evaluation Spec Sheet
What is most important?

▪ Speed

▪ Accuracy

▪ Relevance

▪ Context

▪ Guidance
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▪ Example: Dataminr is thought to be the fastest, but the first 
reports of an incident from Dataminr are usually via “chatter” 
which is unverified.  Verification slows down the alert, as does 
sifting through relevance and providing context and pre-emptive 
answers to likely customer follow-up questions.

▪ Interesting Dynamic: A number of intelligence gathering data 
feed companies reportedly are customers of Dataminr or similar 
companies for this reason—to attempt to be alerted faster.

▪ Not a One Size Fits All: Some customers are more concerned 
about speed, and they will assess relevance and put in context.  
Others value more of the analysis and synthesis of information.  
For some, what they care about more depends on the type of 
incident.  Consequently, it is impossible for these data feed and 
alerting vendors to be all things to all people.  This is what 
contributes to having all of these point solutions cobbled 
together.

Understanding the Reason for Multiple Vendors’ Point Solutions
Most customers appear to understand most of the solutions in the market have trade-offs and not one tool 
performs best-in-class in all cases.  This helps explain why customers use multiple vendors in the same or 
similar categories. 

Source: S4P survey and analysis.

“For us, accurate is typically better than quick, and I prefer 
my own newsfeeds and sources for immediacy.”

–APAC SOC Manager for Large International Tech Company

“Speed is essential.  Knowing quickly matters most…”  

—Director APAC Global Security & Crisis Management at 
Financial Group

vs.

X

X

X

X

X
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With International SOS’s partnership with Control 
Risks, they [International SOS] will handle more on 
the ground activity and also intercede when an 
incident is occurring.  Control Risks has always 
been more hands on, especially in situations 
requiring negotiations.  It was done to align the 
two programs that were somewhat different but 
viewed as competitive.

–Security Operations Manager
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Partnerships
Numerous partnerships exist in the industries under study; 
however, many of them amount to little more than press 
release opportunities.  However, some of them are 
substantial partnerships, which is especially useful in an 
industry characterized by best-of-breed point solutions.  
Several industry participants have noted the trickiness that 
has started to evolve as a company with a partnership with 
another company starts to directly compete in the area of 
the partnership.

▪ Point solution providers will need to develop and strengthen certain 
partnerships to effectively grow certain parts of theirs businesses.

Source: Company websites, Company Annual Reports, 
S4P interviews, research, and analysis.

“

”
Sample Partnerships in the Industry

Partnership Description

Control Risks and International SOS Control Risks provides security response centers and additional security specialists to International SOS service offerings. 

Dataminr and Control Risks Joint venture to develop an early threat detection tool using Dataminr's data and Control Risks's UI.

Drum Cussac and Europ Assistance Europ Assistance provides Drum Cussac's clients with emergency medical treatment and response services.

Everbridge and Anvil Group Everbridge utilizes Anvil Group's international data feed for its situational awareness tools.

Everbridge and Dataminr Everbridge utilizes Dataminr's social media data feed for its situational awareness tools.

Everbridge and NC4 Everbridge utilizes NC4's data feed for its situational awareness tools.

International SOS and Everbridge International SOS utilizes Everbridge's mass communication tools to send alerts and messages to users of its TravelTracker tool.  

Everbridge utilizes International SOS's international data feed for its situational awareness tools.
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Situational Awareness Competitive Landscape
The situational awareness vendor market can be thought of in several groups.  While some competitors 
may fit in multiple groups, the below segmentation is instructive.

Source: S4P interviews, research, and analysis.

Integrated Solution 
Providers

Unique / Social 
Media Data Feeds

Newer Emerging 
Vendors

Analyst Driven Intel 
Models

Established Point 
Solutions

▪ EverBridge
▪ WorldAware

▪ Anvil Group
▪ Drum Cussac
▪ NC4

▪ Dataminr
▪ Echosec
▪ Signal

▪ Allied Universal
▪ ControlRisks
▪ Drum Cussac
▪ PWC

▪ LifeRaft
▪ Stabilitas

▪ Everbridge entered this 
market with two 
acquisitions: IDV and 
PlanetRisk.  Both products 
reportedly had significant 
technical debt.

▪ WorldAware, also having 
its origins in mass 
notifications, is building 
broad capabilities via 
acquisition.

― Some market 
participants describe 
WorldAware as having 
an analyst driven 
model.

▪ VENDOR XYZ has re-
written its entire software 
platform and is finishing 
development of an 
incident/emergency 
management platform 
offering.

▪ The relatively recent 
introduction of social 
media monitoring has 
created a new 
differentiator among the 
competition, with social 
media acting as a quick, 
unvetted source of data 
to be used for situational 
awareness.

▪ Dataminr appears to be 
the hot product that is 
gaining widespread 
adoption.

▪ Other situational 
awareness vendors 
reportedly use Dataminr 
as a data source.

▪ Signal and Echosec are 
other social media 
focused data feeds 
servicing the security 
market.

▪ Above companies have 
been in the industry for 
15+ years, with 
reputation, brand 
awareness, and 
relationships informing 
customer decision 
making.

▪ VENDOR ABC reportedly 
has significant portion of 
its business in employee 
travel risk solutions.

▪ Vendors claim to have 
“boots on the ground” in 
many geographies.

▪ Some vendors in this 
category offer GSOC-as-a-
service or similar 
managed services.

▪ Vendors can provide 
turnkey monitoring, 
management, and 
response functions.

▪ Tend to contextualize 
incidents, provide deeper 
analysis, and tailor 
solutions more to specific 
client needs.

▪ Positioned as more 
technologically 
sophisticated.

▪ Reportedly gaining 
traction; count brand 
name logos among 
customers.

― One source indicated 
that VENDOR DEF has 
grown >400% in the 
last year (off of likely 
a small base).

― Rumored that 
VENDOR GHI may be 
getting ready for a 
Series A fundraising.

▪ Elements of data analysis 
offerings.
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Other Topics and Questions 
Investigated

1. What is the market size and penetration today and over 
the next five years?

2. What are the key drivers of growth among new adaptors?

3. Who controls the budget for physical security, risk, and 
cyber security?

4. How do technology firms versus services firms position 
and partner in this space?

5. Who is investing in the space?
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About Splash 4 Partners

Splash 4 Partners is a consulting firm assisting clients with transaction due diligence support, industry and 
competitive analysis, business plan development, and growth strategy execution.  Our team partners with 
executives, founders, private equity firms, and lenders to deliver the insights, council, and the bench 
strength needed to:

▪ Develop executable growth strategies.

▪ Make informed investment decisions.

▪ Prepare and organize a business’s data and management team for a capital raise, sale, or similar 
transformational process.

▪ Identify technology solutions and vendors to support growth.

Contact Us:

Jacob Grosshandler                                   jgrosshandler@splash4partners.com
Richard Grosshandler                               rgrosshandler@splash4partners.com


